Making ice cream is a fun way for kids to explore liquids and solids. In this activity, kids learn about the effects of heating and cooling as they change liquid cream into solid ice cream. Yummm!

Prepare Ahead

- Set up a mixing station with the cups pre-filled with ½ cup half-and-half (referred to as “cream” in the activity), spoons, quart-size bags, vanilla, sugar, and measuring spoons.
- Set up a freezing station with gallon-size bags, ice, salt, and measuring cups for salt and ice.

Lead the Activity

1. Introduce Ruff’s challenge. (5 minutes)
   Tell kids that today’s challenge is to turn liquid cream into solid ice cream. Ask:
   - How is a solid different from a liquid? (A solid keeps its shape. A liquid takes the shape of its container.)
   - What needs to happen for cream to turn into a solid? (It needs to freeze.)

2. Make predictions. (5 minutes) Tell kids they will use ice to chill the cream. Have them predict what will happen to the ice and to the cream as they make ice cream. Record these predictions on the board or a chart to discuss later.

3. Test predictions by making ice cream. (20 minutes) Organize the group into pairs. Distribute the activity sheets. Tell pairs to follow the directions on the sheet. During the activity, ask questions to help kids notice what’s happening inside the bags.
   - How does the cream feel as time passes?
   - What’s happening to the ice cubes?
   - Compared to the ice, the cream is warm. What’s happening to the cream’s temperature?

Materials

- Activity sheet for each kid
- Half-and-half (½ cup per pair)
- 1 bottle vanilla extract
- 1 pound sugar
- 1 box quart-size zip-lock bags
- 1 box gallon-size zip-lock bags
- 1 pound salt (table, kosher, or rock)
- Ice (an 8-pound bag is enough for six pairs)
- 50 8-ounce cups
- Measuring cups (1 cup, ½ cup, ¼ cup)
- 3 teaspoons and 3 tablespoons
- Cooler (to store ice)
- Paper towels
- Scissors
- Spoons (for tasting)
- Cups or bowls (for tasting)

National Science Education Standards
Grades K–4
Physical Science: Properties of objects and materials
Grades 5–8
Physical Science: Transfer of energy
4 Taste the ice cream. (10 minutes) Gather as a group once everyone’s cream has turned into ice cream. Make sure kids wipe the salty water off the outside of their small bags. Seal the large bags so the ice won’t leak out, and put them aside. Hand out scissors, spoons, and cups or bowls. Have each pair cut a corner off the small bag and squeeze out two servings. Then, have them taste their ice cream. Ask:

- How would you describe the texture of your ice cream?
- Would you want to add more or less of any ingredient?

5 Discuss what happened. (10 minutes) Review the predictions and see if they match what happened (e.g., ice would melt and the cream would freeze). Now is a good time to talk to kids about melting and freezing. Kids may say that the ice “gave” its coldness to the cream. What really happened is more like the cream “gave” its heat to the ice. Tell kids that for ice to melt, it needs to take in heat energy. For cream to freeze, it needs to lower its temperature by losing heat energy. (See Chew on This! for more details.) Ask:

- Melting and freezing can happen only when heat energy is transferred. Where did the cream’s heat energy go? (To the ice)
- Where did the heat energy that melted the ice come from? (From the cream, people’s hands, and the room)

6 Award points. (10 minutes) Time to rack up some points. Gather as a group. Review the activity’s key ideas by asking the following questions. Each one is worth 50 points. Whenever you hear an acceptable answer, award 50 points to the entire group.

- What words do people use when something turns from a solid into a liquid (melting) and from a liquid into a solid (freezing)?
- Why did heat energy move from the cream to the ice? (Heat energy moves from places with more heat energy to places with less. So, heat energy flowed from the cream to the ice.)
- Name at least two things that got colder as you made ice cream. (Anything that came in contact with the ice, including the cream mixture, the air around the bags, and kids’ hands)
- What would you have to do to make your ice cream firmer than it already is? (Lower its temperature even more by putting it in a freezer or by continuing to shake the bag.)
- Doing science involves making predictions, testing them (which includes doing something, making observations, and drawing conclusions), and sharing your results. Give an example of how we did these steps today. (Answers will vary.)

Activity Tips

- Ask if anyone is allergic to the ingredients used today. If so, make sure they are not exposed to the ingredients. Seek alternatives, such as soy milk.
- The noise level will get high as kids start shaking their bags. Establish a signal, such as flashing the lights on and off, to get their attention.
- To avoid spills, have kids mix everything in the cups and then pour the mixture into their bags.
- Stock extra bags in case bags rip during the shaking process.
- The bags get very cold. Have kids think of creative ways to protect their hands during the shaking stage (e.g., wrapping the bag in a sweater or passing it gently between partners).

Why the Salt?

Kids may ask why they used salt. Salt helps ice absorb more heat energy than it would without salt. And absorbing more heat energy means removing more heat from the surrounding environment. So, while cream that’s next to ice (without salt) gets cold, the cream that’s next to a mixture of ice and salt gets very cold. And, it has to be very cold to freeze cream. Another way to say this is that the cream needs to lose a lot of heat energy to freeze. Kids added salt to make sure the ice would draw enough heat energy out of the cream to freeze it.